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There have been proposals over the years, Johnson explains, to use income reported by corporations to their shareholders under Generally Accepted Accounting Principles, or "GAAP," as the base for computing corporate taxable income. Johnson argues against using GAAP as a tax base. In many circumstances, corporations can underreport their earnings without adverse nontax consequences. In other circumstances, he argues, a tax on GAAP income would cause reported earnings to shrivel. Corporations will replace reported earnings with footnote disclosures or third-party rating standards or some other form of communication that will be less efficient than reported earnings, but will not be taxed. The shift away from reported earnings will damage the efficiency of the stock markets, Johnson argues, without producing government revenue.

A tax on GAAP must be compared to a better alternative, Johnson says, which is to tax a corporation on the change of its stock price, plus the dividends it has distributed. Change in stock price is a sounder tax base than GAAP, and Johnson criticizes GAAP as resting on bad theory. A tax base equal to changes in stock price plus dividends would be less sensitive to tax than GAAP, Johnson says. Johnson concludes by listing the kinds of companies that would pay more tax under a tax on change in share price than they pay either under current law or under a GAAP tax.
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Corporations report more income to their shareholders under generally accepted accounting principles (called "GAAP") than they report to their government for tax purposes. If we used nontax "GAAP" or book accounting for tax purposes, then we would have a broader tax base. In an appraisal presented to the most recent National Tax Association conference, Kenneth Wertz estimates that we could reduce corporate tax rates from the current 35 percent down to 28 percent by using income as reported under GAAP as a base for corporate tax. /1/

This report opposes a tax on GAAP. Reported GAAP income seems elastic enough that taxing it would cause the reported earnings to shrivel. Reported earnings is just a communication from management to the market related to what the stock of the corporation is worth. If there is a 28 percent or 35 percent tax on the amount communicated, then management will find less expensive ways, around the tax toll charge, by which to communicate the worth of their stock. A shriveling of the reporting of earnings would both reduce tax revenue and also damage the pricing mechanisms of the capital markets. There is a better alternative to a tax on GAAP, which would tax the substance and not just the shadows. A corporate tax base equal to changes in corporate share price, plus its dividends, would generate a sounder tax, based on better theory, and would also be less sensitive to tax.

I. Bit of History

A. The Irony of Thor Power Tool

The issue of whether tax should conform to GAAP or book income is an old issue. CPAs have long argued that tax should follow the "science of accounting" /2/ as determined by CPAs. /3/ In 1979, in the Supreme Court case of Thor Power v. Commissioner, the Chamber of Commerce, writing as an amicus for the taxpayer, argued that Congress intended that GAAP should be the "primary calculus" from which taxable income was computed. /4/ GAAP, the Chamber of Commerce argued, should be presumed to define taxable income, absent fraud, abuse, or a congressional attempt to subsidize activity. I wrote a counter amicus brief in Thor Power, arguing against the presumption. /5/ The inventory write-downs
in Thor, the brief argued, were unproven. GAAP, the brief argued, leaned toward conservatism or underestimation of income. Leaving determinations of tax up to the accountants, the brief argued, would allow a corporate taxpayer to determine its tax by its own say-so. Tax accounting, the brief said, was too important to be left to the accountants. The Supreme Court held for the government, saying that the presumption that tax must follow GAAP is "insupportable given the vastly different objectives that financial and tax accounting have." /6/ To my accounting friends I argued, ungracefully, that Thor stands for the proposition that accountants can do anything they want, but that has nothing to do with the tax system.

One should be wary of getting one's dreams. It turns out that using GAAP as the corporate tax base would be a pro-reform move because a tax on GAAP income would broaden the tax base and allow a drop in marginal rates. There is irony in that. The function of GAAP, under SEC auspices, is to prevent management puffery of income. The function of tax accounting law, under IRS auspices, is to prevent management underestimation of income. GAAP and tax books have drifted apart, however, in part because of Thor, and management has succeeded in beating each regulatory scheme in detail, so as to report higher income to their shareholders under the anti-puffery rules than they report to their government under the anti-understatement rules.

If we used just a single set of books for both GAAP and tax, it is said, we could dampen some management manipulation. Taxable income is now described as "a free variable," meaning that management can push income downward without adverse consequences. If GAAP and taxable income conformed to each other, then corporate management could understate its tax accounts only at the cost of giving its shareholders financial statements that reflect a very dour view of how well management has been running the company.

B. The Bragging Tax of 1986

For the years from 1987 through 1989, GAAP income was subject to a tax that could be as high as 10 percent. Under section 55(f) of the code, as enacted by the Tax Reform Act of 1986, one-half of the difference between a corporation's GAAP income and its taxable income was a part of the base for the 20 percent alternative minimum tax. /7/ A 20 percent tax on one-half of the extra GAAP income could mean a 10 percent tax on what amounted to a corporation's bragging to its shareholders. The 10 percent bragging tax was set to end after three years, as it was being enacted, /8/ apparently because the bragging tax was considered to be insufficiently generous to capital. /9/ Both Kenneth Wertz and the proposal here, however, would reduce nominal
corporate tax rates when the corporate base expands so as to leave the overall effective tax rates on corporations the same. Not every industry, however, would pay the same tax. We are both talking about structure of tax and not seeking to increase the amount of tax revenue collected from corporate capital.

II. The Troubles with a GAAP Tax

A tax on GAAP is probably not a very good idea. There are too many situations in which corporations can understate GAAP income without adverse consequences. Even for corporations for which GAAP income makes a difference, reported GAAP income should be expected to shrink to very modest levels if taxed. The suppression of reported GAAP income would harm the efficiency of the public markets for equity.

A. Immunity From Discipline

Conforming GAAP and tax would not discipline corporations whose stock is not traded on a public market. A closely held company, not trying to market its stock, does not care very much about the GAAP income reported on its financial statements. Closely held companies can tell their owners and creditors about their value and how they are doing, behind closed doors, with information and numbers that have very little resemblance to GAAP earnings. They can communicate in private and still report zero or trivial accounting earnings.

Even publicly traded companies commonly find it useful to understate both GAAP and taxable income. The Thor Power Tool case itself, for instance, involved a big write-down of inventory generating losses used for both tax and GAAP accounting purposes. The big write-down seems to have happened because management was trying to dump costs off onto prior management. In the tax year at issue, a takeover of the Thor Power Tool Company occurred. New management of the company got to close the books and hence write the report card on old management. New management had a strong motive to reduce the GAAP income for old management’ reporting year. The more costs that new management could dump into the year at issue, the worse that old management would look, and the better new management would look by comparison. More costs written off in the reporting year, moreover, would mean that less costs would show up in the subsequent financial reports for which the new team had responsibility. The taxpayer was plausibly suppressing income for the year in question for both tax and GAAP purposes.

More generally, it seems to be rational, fairly often, for a corporation to anticipate future losses on its GAAP income statements. A publicly
traded corporation will sometimes take what is called a "big bath" if it already expects a bad year. /11/ Moving losses forward into the already bad year hurts the company less than the losses would hurt if they were reported when the losses are ripe, spread out over the following years. The market tends to forget about the one bad year after some time, whereas losses reported year after year for many years reminds the market continually about how bad the news is coming from within the company. A big bath deduction would help the company for both nontax and tax reasons.

Corporations also sometimes manipulate their stock prices by deferring income to set up a trend line that looks good. If the company defers early income into later years, it can present to the market an ever-improving schedule of earnings. Extraordinary price earning ratios come about not because of earnings expected to continue at current rates, but because of the expectation of continuous improvements. The formula for valuing growth, \( \frac{1}{i-g} \), can produce extraordinary price-earnings ratios, when the market assumes a rate of improvement, \( g \), that is a substantial fraction of general discount rates, \( i \), and the market assumes the growth will extend perpetually into the future. /12/ Many companies will thus defer GAAP income to set up a good extrapolation or trend line. If tax conformed to GAAP, the companies would get a tax cut as a bonus, even as they are manipulating the price of their stock.

B. Elastic GAAP Income

Taxing GAAP would also motivate companies to reduce the income they report to potential investors even when they are not immune from some adverse effects from understating income. Driving down reported income would be terrible for the efficiency of the stock market. GAAP earnings are just messages from managers who prepare financial reports to investors who use them. Taxing GAAP could be very much like shooting the messenger and messengers tend to be quite easily deterred by threats of being shot. Shareholders undoubtedly would find some other way of finding out about the performance of their corporations, but not by way of the message imparted by reported GAAP earnings.

Taxing GAAP would make U.S. accounting more like German accounting. German accounting is nearly useless for equity investors because German accounting has lots of hidden reserves, which are reversed into income in bad times. The reserves and reversals mean that the company presents a smoothed-out picture to its equity investors that does not tell investors very much about current conditions inside the company. /13/ Poor German financial accounting is a plausible factor explaining much of why German stock markets are so thinly developed. /14/
With the thinness of the stock market, German companies must rely heavily on bank debt for their capital. German accounting conservatism may well come in part from German conservatism in general, but a plausible alternative explanation of conservatism of German book income is that Germany imposes tax on that book income. /15

If tax and GAAP had to conform in the U.S., one should expect reported GAAP income to drop significantly. Under the efficient market thesis, investors get their information from all published sources and not just from the reported income figure. It does not matter, moreover, what format a corporation uses to disclose information to the public because the smart market will digest the information quickly and incorporate it in pricing decisions. /16/ Under the smart market thesis, for instance, footnote disclosures work about as well as earnings. Reported earnings do not matter much. If straightforward earnings reports were taxed, moreover, one might expect to see a new industry of information middlemen or brokers sprout up to fill the gap. The corporation would ship gigabytes of information to the new brokers and the broker would publish an index with some units of measurement relevant to ascertaining fair price of the stock. Perhaps Merrill-Lynch or Fidelity Investments, Morningstar or Bloomberg, Standard and Poor or Value Line, or some other company could become the company that administers a new standard rating system and puts its name on the ratings. Perhaps they would all put forward rival standards and yet another company would collect them all for any stock. Replacing reported earnings with footnote disclosures or some third-party rating system would undoubtedly mean a loss of some efficiency in communicating to the market, but the replacement would have the advantage of not being taxed.

When conformity of tax to GAAP was tried in the United States in 1954, U.S. corporations responded quickly with material reductions in taxable income. In 1954, Congress enacted two provisions intended to bring "[t]ax accounting...more nearly in line with accepted business accounting by allowing prepaid income to be taxed as it was earned...and by allowing reserves to be established for known future expenses." /17/ Corporations reacted immediately by establishing reserves for future expenses and deferral of received prepayments, which the Supreme Court described as having "a disastrous impact on the Government's revenue." /18/ A year later, Congress reacted to the revenue hole by repealing the provisions retroactively.19

Relying on a tax on GAAP income as a source of income will not produce much government revenue, it is fair to conclude, but a tax on GAAP is very likely to suppress whatever valuable financial information is contained in reported earnings.
C. Delta Stock Price Instead

A tax on GAAP must also be compared with a better idea. For those publicly traded companies for which a GAAP tax would be meaningful, why not tax changes in the price of the cooperation's own stock? A publicly traded company would have a tax base for a year equal to the algebraic sum of changes in the quoted price of its stock, plus its distributions to shareholders during the year. The delta-stock-price base might be a moving average over the prior three years or so, so as to dampen some of the volatility of stock prices.

A tax on change in stock price plus distributions would use the smart market to give accurate data about the worth of the company. The data provided by the smart market is of very much higher quality than GAAP-generated data. Current price of a share represents the summation of vectors representing millions of dollars of investment research incurred by investors who are working intensely in their own self interests. /20/

In the smart market, information is not hobbled by aged accounting conventions that often undercut finding the fair market value of the firm.

For a publicly traded company, reported earnings are a shadow or omen, useful in their own way, but value of stock is the underlying substance that shareholders care about. A delta-stock-price tax would probably not suppress good financial information because a change in stock price would measure something that matters and that shareholders care about. The earnings message can be replaced, but stock price can be taken away only by doing real harm in the shareholders' economic situation.

1. Integration? The proposal here is for tax on change in stock price (plus dividends) to replace only the section 11 corporate tax, but that is solely because of the focus of the debate on a GAAP tax to replace or support the corporate tax. There is no reason why the same tax collected at the corporation level might not also replace the shareholder tax as well and lead to full integration of the corporate and individual income tax. /21/

2. Poverty of accounting. In this context, it is also useful to remind ourselves about how bad the theory is that underlies GAAP. Since the 1940s, the fundamental precept of GAAP has been the "matching" of expenses against related income. /22/

The function of matching is to create a sample within a single-year report that might be typical for the firm over the long term. The only reason why a sample that might be typical is so important is that 1940s technology needed a perpetuity assumption to evaluate price.
The tool for determining price to be paid for stock, compatible with available technology, was to multiply current earnings by a price-earning ratio. Price-earnings ratio is the inverse of interest rate. GAAP earnings, under the matching rule, tries to shoehorn all that has happened and will happen to a firm into a single figure that might be said to look like an interest rate. /23/ Matching is blind to the time value of money because it shifts the time for reporting cash, without noting that the differences in time will make a difference in value. Matching often badly distorts outsiders' understanding of the net present value net worth of the firm. /24/ When matching theory was developed, however, there was not much choice. The perpetuity assumption was needed to come up with a price or present value. There were then no computer spreadsheet programs to find discounted present values of future uneven cash flows that might vary in interesting patterns in future years. Even time value discounting by compound interest under an exponent, i.e., \(1/(1+i)^n\), was mathematically burdensome at the time.

GAAP accounts also give too little loyalty to the balance sheet. As a matter of theory, the assets on a balance sheet should represent corporate wealth or capital, much as the balance of a bank account represents the depositor's wealth or capital. The assets on a balance sheet should explain corporate income from use of its capital much as a bank account balance explains interest earned on the bank account. GAAP accounting is too conservative to describe the corporation's capital, however, because GAAP ignores even manifest value in favor of historical cost and because GAAP refuses to recognize intangible assets the corporation itself has created. /25/ Income and balance sheet are inversely related; every cost is debited either as an expense against current income or as an asset on the balance sheet. Thus, if the balance sheet fails to describe the wealth of the corporation, it follows that GAAP income statement has also failed to describe the corporation's income. The difference between the book value net worth of a company based upon asset debit balances and the real value of the company determined by the aggregate market value of 100 percent of its stock is a measure of the cumulative error of GAAP income accounts over the past years. For the typical publicly traded corporation, the shortfall in book assets is material. Accounting theory may someday be better, but for now GAAP accounting is a pretty sick puppy.

3. Who's hurt? A tax on changes in stock price plus distributions would have a much broader base than a tax on GAAP, but rates should be adjusted to keep the effective rate at whatever level is desired. Specific companies would be hurt, however, because both tax and GAAP commonly ignores or under-prices valuable assets, and the delta-stock-price tax would capture the aggregate value of
those assets as the corporation increases in real value. The difference between a delta stock price tax and a GAAP tax or the current base would be especially large in the following kinds of companies:

(1) companies with valuable consumer brand names such as Coca-Cola or McDonald's; /26/

(2) pharmaceutical companies, which expense their research costs; /27/

(3) software companies like Intuit or Microsoft, which expense their investments in the development of software; /28/

(4) petroleum companies, which now deduct the cost of drilling successful wells; /29/ and

(5) service providers with human capital, but no more tangible assets. /30/

A tax on changes in stock price plus distributions would have a much broader base than a tax on GAAP, but rates should be adjusted to keep the effective rate at whatever level is desired.

The price of stock reflects the smart-market appraisals of the real value of the above assets, although they are not recorded as GAAP assets or as tax basis. Valuable assets that are not recorded on the balance sheet would mean, under a tax on GAAP, that those corporate resources have never been subject to corporate tax. A delta-stock-value tax base, however, would be broad enough to capture real values that both current tax and GAAP now miss.

III. Conclusion

A tax on income computed under nontax, generally accepted accounting principles would not be a good tax. Reported GAAP income would drastically shrink although the corporation's financial fortunes would be unchanged except for lower taxes. The smart market, which sets the price of shares, would find ways to get information about corporate health no longer included in GAAP income. Taxing GAAP would cut off a useful channel of information to investors, but it would not raise much revenue. A far better alternative is to tax the substance, rather than the messenger, by imposing a tax on increases in the price of the corporation's shares, plus the distributions that the corporation has made in the year. Since GAAP income is based on such poor theory, a tax on change in share price, imposed at the corporation level, would better measure the improvements in the corporation's economic situation, which the
corporate tax is trying to reach.
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